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1.1 Appointment of the Committee 
It had been repeatedly brought to the notice of the Govern· 

ment of India that some of the textbooks prescribed for schools 
in several States, contained certain passages in respect of which 
objection was raised by certain sections of minority communities 
on the ground that they hurt their feelings and militated against 
the directive principles of the Constitution. The matter had 
also been raised in Parliament. The Government of India, 
Ministry of Education, therefore, set up a committee on Septem· 
ber I, 1966 under the chairmanship of Prof. K. G. Saiyidain, 
Director of the Asian Institute of Educational Planning and 
Administration, New Delhi, to examine the issue and to advise 
the Government of India on the principles to be adopted in the 
preparation and assessment of textbooks suitable for a secular 
State. 

1.2 The Composition of the Committee 

The Committee consisted of the following members ; 
I. Prof. K. G. Saiyidain ............ Chairman 

2. Shri J. P. Naik 
Adviser, Ministry of Education 

3, Dt·. V. S. Jha 
Member, Education Commission 

4. Shri Hayatullah Ansari, M.P. 
Editor, Quami Awaz, Lucknow 

S. Shri Gopi Nath Aman 
Delhi 

6. Dr. R. H. Dave 
Head of the Department of Curriculum and Textbooks 
National Council of Educational Research and Training 
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7. Mrs. S. Doraiswami ••••••.......... Secretary 
Assistant ·Educational Adviser 
Ministry of Education 

1.3 Terms of Reference of the Committee 
The terms of reference of the Committee were as follows : 

(a) To examine the specific complaints regarding books 
brought to the notice of the Committee from different 
States, and to test their validity with particular refer
ence to the need for promoting inter-communal and 
inter-regional understanding; 

(b) To state the general principles to be adopted in the 
preparation and assessment of textbooks with special 
reference to the teaching of languages, history and 
social studies; and 

(c) To suggest a practical programme of action for the 
preparation and assessment of textbooks prepared on 
the basis of principles so enunciated. 

1.4 The Committee confined its examination to textbooks of 
languages, social studies and,history, firstly because the com
plaints received largely referr.cd to . these books; and secondly 
because it is books, more than any ·others, that serve as vehicles 
of prejudiced opinions and judgements and can misrepresent 
historical facts in such a way as to harm ·the minds of young 
people. If properly handled, it is these books that can function 
most efficiently as powerful instruments of national and emotion
al integration. 

I. 5 Procedures Followed 

The Committee held eight meetings in the course of its work. 
In addition to discussing the various aspects of the problem, 
and critically examining some of the textbooks of Uttar Pradesh 
and Madhya Pradesh, the members interviewed representatives 
of minority communities, representatives of the Education 
Departments of Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan, and a few eminent 
educationists. The Education Department, ·Madhya Pradesh, 
was ·invited but was unable to setld a representative to meet the 
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Commillee in spite of repeated invitations. The Committee 
also met the then Vice-President, Dr. Zakir Husain. and had 
the benefit of discussing the problem with him. The list of per
sons interviewed has been given at Appendix A. The members 
would like to take this opportunity to place on record their grati
tude to all those who found time to meet the Committee and 
exchange views with it fully and frankly. 

II. THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 

2.1 ·While textbooks, nationalised as well as otherwise, have 
often been criticised on educational grounds for various short
comings of content, presentation and production, the _language 
and history textbooks, su!Ter from another kind of defect that 
has tended to be generally overlooked, namely, that they contain 
passages which are likely to hurt the religious sentiments of cer
tain minority religious communities. This has caused concern 
and distress among certain sections of the people who have at 
intervals referred the fact to the authorities concerned. Obvious
ly, there has not been much improvement in the situation over 
the years due either to insensitiveness of authors to the feelings 
and points of view of other religious groups or to indiiTerencc 
or carelessness on their part. No attempt has been made so far 
by the Government, to our knowledge, to lay down any clear-cut 
policy or guide-line on how religious and historical material 
should be presented in textbooks for young children . 

. 2.z The main complaints pertaining to the defects in the books 
which concern us, in the context of our terms of reference, arc as 
follows : 

(i) The language readers are over-weighted with Hindu 
mythology and cultural and historical figures connected 
with Hindu history or culture, and there are compa
ratively .very (cw figures taken from Qther cultures or 
religions which arc as integral a part of Indian history 
and culture. 

(ii) Sanskrit has been made for some years a compulsory 
part of Hindi textbooks in U.P. which arc studied by 
students of all communities and most of the poetry and 
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prose selections in Sanskrit are understandably prayers 
to Hindu deities and stories from Hindu mythology. 
Children from other religious groups are obliged to 
learn these prayers by heart and read these stories, 
although their religious principles may run contrary to 
the beliefs involved. 

(iii) Mythological episodes and Hindu beliefs are sometimes 
presented as if they were universally accepted by all 
Indians, irrespective of their different religious affilia· 
tion.· 

(iv) In history textbooks also, there is a proponderance of 
Hindu personalities-religious and historical-and 
sufficient recognition is not given to great personages 
and saints of other religions. 

(v) In some history textbooks certain historical incidents 
are depicted in such a manner that they tend to arouse 
ill-will or hatred against certain other religious groups 
and personalities. This is obviously detrimental to 
the promotion of mutual understanding, tolerance and 
goodwill among young people belonging to different 
religious communities. It hampers attempts to bring 
about national integration. 

Ill. FINDINGS ABOUT SOME EXISTING TEXTBOOKS 

3. I The Committee examined some of the language, history 
and social studies textbooks of some Hindi-speaking States 
and found that, while not every complaint made by religious 
minorities was correct, and some appeared exaggerated perhaps 
as the result of over-sensitiveness and suspiCion, some of them 
did have a measure of validity. We have given in Appendix 
B a few such passages, by way of examples, which are either 
objectionable from the point of view of students of some com· 
munities or inadvisable on educational grounds or because 
they present a partial view. If the object is to make these books 
acceptable to all the children in the schools of a secular State, 
they will have to be carefully revised in their contents and approach 
Ii>uring the British period many complaints were made by Indians· 
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about some of the books used iri mission schools. We should 
obviously avoid the possibility of repeating the same mistakes 
and refrain from including any objectionable material to which 
exception can be taken reasonably. It is well to remember that 
a sophisticated adult· mind can look beyond the mythological 
symbols to the underlying significance, and, therefore, find 
nothing very objectionable in them, but the indiscriminate selec
tion of mythological episodes in the readers and the unskilled 
handling of them by the authors are apt to give the child an 
impression of factuality to what is purely mythological. He is 
apt to take mythological stories and anecdotes as facts of reality. 
In the selection of textbooks meant for children, the attempt 
should, therefore, be to approve those which help to produce 
in the minds of children a modern, rational and progressive 
outlook and not an obscurantist attitude. There arc many 
tenets of Hindu religion as well as those of others which have a 
universal significance and there are literary passages from old 
texts which for sheer beauty and charm of expression merit 
inclusion in the best of textbooks. These can be so chosen as 
not to affect the susceptibilities of any religious group. There 
is, therefore, no reason why lessons or passages of doubtful 
ethical and literary standard which are likely to inculcate wrong 
values should find place in our school books, 

3.2 The complaints are directed towards both nationalised text
books as well as those prescribed by selection from among books 
presented by private publishers. Evidently, the machinery 
provided for reviewing and selection, and for ensuring that in
appropriate contents are eliminated ifthere is any such machinery 
at all-does not function satisfactorily nor does it exercise suffi
cient vigilance. 

3.3 It must, however, be pointed out that there is no evidence 
to show that there is any overt or explicit attempt to teach the 
Hindu faith and to indoctrinate the youth in schools. Prosely
tisation is traditionally foreign to the Hindu attitude. However, 
a very wrong impression is created by thoughtless indifference 
of some of the textbook-writers to the susceptibilities of people 
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of other t~\iths. and hy a poor unimagil\ativc selection nf mytho
logical themes. This is because many authors of textbooks do 
not fully realise that what they write is likely to be resented by 
other communhies. Lacking in accurate :tnd fuH know\cdge of 
the other religions of the country, they tend tO confine them
~eJvcs-sometimcs in quite good faith-t'O Hindu mythology 
and religion, and the books often reflect only the writer's own 
knowledge. feelings or conviction~. He is apt to forget that, 
in writing a book for children, he is not just engaged in c'press
ing a personal point of view but in discharging a serious civic 
and national responsibility. This insensitive and unimagin.ativc 
attitude is also often found in the reviewers and members of 
committces-whethet· government officials or others-who are 
entrusted with the scrutiny and approval of ·textbooks. It has 
been a matter of surprise to us that although such complaints 
have been repeatedly brought to the forefront and placed before 
some of the State Governments for many years, no effective' or 
radical policy nor any corrective measure has been adopted for 
eradicating th\!m. 

3.4 In such a matter, so very vital to the building up of national 
integration. concrete guidance and policy-direction should have 
been provided by the Govenunents concerned. Such clear-cut 
policy-direction has not been given so far, either by the Centre 
or by the States, with the result that neither the authors of text
books nor reviewers have-any guidelines to follow in the treat
ment of rcligiou'sand historical material in textbooks for young 
children or in making their final selections. 

IV. RECOMM£NDAHONS 

4.1 Treatment of Religion in Textbooks 

The f1rst question tl1a1 must be answered in this connection is 
whether religious material should at all be included in language 
textbooks. The ·primary objective of language readers. is to 
teach the bnguage effectively, according to proper educational 
principles. However, in the Indian situation, language is often 
inextricably woven with religious sentiments, myths and legends 
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associated with the Hindu faith as with others. To give up 
such literature altogether would deprive the younger generation 
of a rich literary cultural heritage and impoverish their minds. 
A truly secular state is not an irreligious or anti-religious state; 
it is one in which full religious freedom is ensured to every citi
zen, and in which no religion is accorded any specially favoured 
treatment. The fundamental principle of our national life is that 
it assures respect for all religions and promotes the spirit of tole
rance for people who piOfess diffetmt faiths. Wh<n this princi
ple is violated in practice, the Constitution stands violated. It 
is, therefore, necessary that the children. should not be shut off 
from the knowledge of their own religion or that of others. They 
should be taught to understand them and to live with people 
who profess other faiths. A knowledge of other cultural streams 
which constitute the heritage of the country should be necessary 
for all children whether they btlong to the majority or minority 
communities, for without it they will be unable to play their part 
propetly as responsible citizens of our secular multi-culture 
society. Textbooks should, therefore, endeavour in their limited 
way to acquaint the pupils with the basic truths of all religions 
and the contribution which they have made to the development 
of human values. In order to achieve this object a balanced 
presentation should .be given in textbooks on various religions of 
the people of India, 

4.2 There should be no objection on the part of any one to know 
the main articles of faith of persons belonging to other religions. 
In fact, it is necessary that they should, because we live within a 
multi-religious society. However, the children of these com
munities should not be made to believe that the practices peculiar 
to any religion are praticts approved by all religions nor be asked 
to take part in them. 

4.3 There is, obviously, need for maintaining some reasonable 
kind of balance in any textbook between religious and non-religi
ous material bearing on the life of the community. A dispiOpor
tionate emphasis on mythological or religious material and the 
comparative neglect- of scientific, social, intellectual or aesthetic 



expressions of man is not in keeping with the needs of a growing 
society which is trying to modernize itself. It is quite conceiv
able, for instance, to have good language readers which do not 
include any religious or mythological th<mes, without any real 
loss to the child. 

4.4 In presenting any religious material, textbooks sh?uld pro
vide information about religions and not seck to provide any 
denomination's religious instruction. Besides, when the mytho
logy or beliefs of a particular religious community are mentioned 
they should not be presented as if they are acceptable to all the 
communities of India. For example, when talking about the 
river Ganges, to say that "the river is considered sacred by the 
Hindus" would be more appropriate and correct than the state
ment "the Ganges is considered a sacred river by all of us". One 
can, of course, talk of the great advantages which the Ganges 
brings to the life of millions in our country but it is incorrect 
to assume that its sanctity is accepted by all. 

4.5 Treatment of Mythology in Te~tbooks 

In this connection it is necessary to examine in a broader 
eontext, the extent to which language readers should have lessons 
bearing on mythology. The answer lies in what we wish to 
achieve through the language readers and what mythology can 
contribute to the desired end. We cannot discuss here the 
general functions of language readers in the programming of 
education of the children in _different school stages. These 

· purposes are well known and so are the principles of planning 
the themes and contents of readers. We must, however, take 
note of one important consideratinon, namely, that the textbqoks 
of tomorrow must be forward-looking and prepare the pupils 
for living in a fast-changing world in which old frontiers are fast 
crumbling. Modernisation is marked by a Copernican change 
from the attitude prevalent in the past, in which legends and 
mythology originally came to birth. The forces of nature were 
observed with a sense of awe and inevitability and human freedom 
of action was confined to the limits imposed by the stern realities 



of nature. In the age of scientific and technological revolution, 
man has gained confidence in his power to make nature yield 
to his wishes. A new sense of achievement created by the grow
ing power of science has opened up fr~sh avenues of human 
interests and efforts. The characteristic urges of the techno
logical era allow but a limited scope for mythology which has 
value to the extent that it contributes an ingredient of our ancient 
culture and legacy. We, no doubt, owe a debt to the past; and 
we must realise that the 'present moves with the weight of the 
past on its back'. Nevertheless, we ca1111ot afford to become 
a slave to the past and the textbooks should pay due heed to the 
new aspirations and hopes of the younger generation. More 
interesting a11d modern themes can, and should be considered for 
inclusion in order to prepare a rational mind. When man went 
into space as one of our witnesses put it, "he became a citizen of 
the universe; not a captive of his geographical or exclusive cultural 
frontiers". 

4.6 This is not to belittle the place of mythology in textbooks. 
Mythological themes are essential to fulfil certain educational 
purposes. For example, mythology helps the child understand 
literary allusions in the literature and poetry of the past as well 
as the classical background of our ancient people. Some mytho
logical stories have very appealing moral content of universal 
acceptability. Such themes can be chosen and used profitably 
to convey essential values of life to the young. Since the study 
of literature contributes to the enrichment of imagination and 
some of the. mythological stories-Indian as well as foreign-are 
excellent and interesting examples of flights of imagination, 
they can be usefully included in textbooks and supplomentary 
reading materials, within reason. However, the inclusion of 
mythology should always be purposeful. As we have a variety 
of cultures in our country and each of these has its own mythologi
cal associations, the limited room for mythology in the readers 
will have to be shared in reasonable proportion by their different 
traditions. We must remember, however, that, through our 
textbooks, we are trying to produce a modern, secular and rational 
rnind, receptive to the total heritage of the human race and able 
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to live in this age of space travel, nuclear energy and other specta
cular technological changes. 
4._7 The possibility of including religious and mythological 
material pertaining to various religions being limited, by space as 
well as by the spirit of the age, there is need for a more careful 
and rigorous exercise of selection. Such selection, as we have 
stated, should be purposeful and dictated by what is good for the 
cultivation of the spirit of national integration. It shou11d 
help to strengthen the bonds of understanding among the peoples 
of the country and to iltculcate in the young learners the spirit of 
understanding and appreciation. The object of education given 
in schools is not primarily to train children as Hindus, Muslims, 
Sikhs, etc., but as good, broadminded, tolerant, Indian citizens. 
The actual religious training of children should be primarily 
the function of parents or religious organisations or special schools 
set up by them for the purpose. This cannot, obviously; be 
taken up by the State educational system. 

4.8 Place of Sanskrit 

While an examination of the three-language formula is 
outside our terms of reference, it is obvious to us that compulsory 
instruction in Sansk·it, however desirable it may be for some 
sections of our people, is not a part of the formula. The practice 
in some States to teach Sanskdt compulsorily as a part of Hindi, 
is not in keeping with the spirit of the formula. On the contrary, 
it appears to be an escape from it. The Sanskrit Commission, 
too, has not envisaged the compulsory study of Sanskrit: We 
recognize that Sanskrit has a very important cultural position 
in the country and that its study should be encouraged as widely 
as possible among the students and in a much more serious 
manner. Bu: this should be done only on a voluntary and 
optional basis. If a subject like Sanskrit is taught for a very 
short period by indifferent teachers on sentimental considerations, , 
the child may be able to acquire the barest smattering of it but 
he will not reach the break-through point at which its practical 
and cultural possibilities can become real and be utilised for 
educational purposes. Educationally,' therefore, it will mean 
a good deal of waste, 
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4.9 Lessons which are in the nature of formal worship or prayer 
should not be included in language textbooks, even when they 
are harmless. They are likely to be suspected because custom 
associates them not with their underlying meaning or literary 
charm ·but with the accepted modes of worship peculiar to parti
cular religions. School books should, so far as possible, avoid 
selections of denominational prayers, for inclusion in textbooks. 
It is doubtful if the most careful selection will succeed in excluding 
poems and prose passages from Sanskrit texts which have some 
bearing on the Hindu religious sentiments. These have to be 
read with reference to the context in which they were written and 
the people for whom they were written. Those who read them 
should also cultivate breadth of mind to understand the back
ground in which they were written and learn to appreciate what
ever is worthwhile in them. The teacher's guidance in helping to 
cultivate correct attitudes in dealing with these passages is very 
necessary. Their inclusion will not create any problem when it 
is understood that the learning of Sanskrit will be optional. 

4.10 The Education Commission has suggested the preparation 
of sp,cial material for moral and religious education in order to 
facilitate mutual und,rstanding of religious and cultural attitudes 
in a multi-religious society. It would be more appropriate to 
include religious and mythological themes in these books than 
in the language readers which could then include more of secular 
material relevant to ·present-day needs. 

4.11 Teaching of History 

One of the most sen5itive areas demanding delicate handling 
lies in the preparation of textbooks for history in the schools. 
The discipline of the subject requires objectivity and precision 
and dispassionate study of facts. It would be unwise not to 
state facts with accuracy and objectivity in history readers, as 
there can be no compromise with truth. This is an important 
element in the education of the young. There is, however, an 
element of interpretation in the treatment of historical data and 
it is essential to ensure that history is interpreted in a manner 
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which will assist in the cultivation of understanding and in pro
moting the sense of national integration. It will do no good if 
historical facts or incidents are either mis-stated or ignored in· 
schools. Those among the students who may later become scho
lars of history will feel resentment when they discover later that 
they w~re willfully fed on lies.· The great challenge in the pre
paration of good history readers lies in the wise atld careful 
selectivity of m1terial. Greatest care and ·caution must be ex
ercised by knowledgeable writers in including material which will 
neither entail sacrifice of truth nor of the elements required for 
the building up of a peaceful, tolerant-minded and united nation. 

4 ·12 Much of the difficulty in the selection and treatment of 
historical matter would be overcome if we remember that, gene
rally speaking, the future is more important than the past and 
instead of spending time and energy in schools on unimportant 
controversies over past history, we laid stress on the fact that, 
as a people, we have to learn to live together and use the lessons 
of history for that purpose. 

4.13 In view of the fact that in teaching Indian history in the 
past, during the British· rule, stress has often been laid on reli
gious differences and conflict, it is necessary that we should now 
highlight those situations-and they are legion-where people of 
all religious faiths have worked together in unity and cooperation. 
Where certain facts of history are important in themselves and 
cannot-and, indeed, should not-be ignored, they should be used 
wisely to show how these ugly episodes of the past are things of 
which all of us should be ashamed and everything should be done 
to avoid them in the future. This would, obviously, invglve a 
creative and purposeful reinterpretation of history and a judicious 
selection of historical truths. The interests of national unity and 
the needs of a modernizing society should be the primary consi
derations in our choice and presentation of material. 

4.14 The problem of selecting content is thus of great impor
tance in the early stages of teaching history when the guiding 
principle should be not to give all the facts but to pick out those 
which may exercise the desired influence on the minds of children, 



This is not, as is sometimes suggested, a falsification of history 
but a recognition of the obvious fact that it is literally impossible 
to present all facts. In fact, there is no special educational 
virtue in burdening the children's mind with "old, unhappy, 
far~off things and battles long ago". If there were wars and 
conflicts between rulers of the same religion or of different reli
gions or wars of conquest and enslavement or acts of cruelty, 
they are not of immediate consequence for young children. And 
even when they are presented later, the approach should be to 
show that they were as a rule wrong and undesirable and did 
not solve any problems .. Most of the wars, even if they are 
historically important, can be treated as having happened and as 
a matter for regret and shame to all of us as human beings. But 
the emphasis should. definitely be on peaceful, constructive, 
cooperative, creative, socially worthwhile actl\\ities in which 
men and women have been engaged during the ·historic process 
of building up noble values and ways of life. All. the higher 
level, when it is a matter of research studies or of grau\late work 
or even at the secondary level, wars and political conflicts can 
be studied in greater detail in order to get the proper historical 
perspective and to cultivate the capacity to appreciate facts in 
their historical context. One of the most objectionable features in 
the teaching of history-as well as in the writing of textbooks
is that it allows the acts of individuals to be interpreted as an 
expression of the faith that they happened to profess. This 
should be avoided at all costs and the children should be definitely 
guarded against communal or sectarian 'stereotypes' which are 
often foolishly or maliciously built up in their minds-that the 
Hindus are heathens or the Muslims fanatics or the Sikhs cruel or 
the Christians contemptuous of other religions. 

4.15 Interpretation of historical data is, doubtless, a difficult 
task, and it is, therefore, essential to produce guide material 
nationally for the use of teachers and textbook-writers. It would 
be necessary for this purpose, incidentally, 'to provide proper 
training or orientation facilities for writers of books and teachers. 
This can be done through the training institutions for the teachers 
and through a variety of programmes such as provision of 



reference libraries and workshops for the writers of textbooks and 
other books for use in schools. It is necessary to initiate serious 
thinking on the subject among teachers and educational admi
nistrators. The universities should also interest themselves in this 
problem, and should, indeed, give a lead in bringing about a 
healthy change in the books written for schools. 

4 ·16 The general observations made in the preceding paragraphs 
apply also to supplementary readers, charts and other instruct
tiona! material that accompany basic texts. Very often the 
illustrations in textbooks are not only unsuitable but of poor 
quality. In the over-all improvement of textbooks, these points 
have also to be carefully taken into consideration. 

Need for a Guiding Policy by the Government of India 

4 ·17 As we have pointed out earlier, neither the Government 
of India nor the State Governments have so far issued any clear
cut guide-lines which would help textbook-writers and reviewers 
in adopting the correct approach in the selection and presentation 
of religious and historical material to school children. This is 
a responsibility which has to be squarely shouldered without 
delay by the Central Government in cooperation with State 
Governments. Such policy direction should be provided in 
clear-cut terms and offer lucid guidelines. 

4 ·18 Along with this, the Centre should also prepare model 
or specimen textbooks, lessons and pools of textual material 
which the States and textbook-writers could use at their discre
tion in the preparation of their own textbooks. As it is impor
tant that a textbook carefully prepared should be used equally 
carefully in the classroom, departments of education should 
encourage and sponsor the preparation of intelligently planned 
handbooks for teachers which will, amongst other things, discuss 
how such religious and historical topics should be handled in 
classroom situations. 
4 ·19 This responsibility can be taken over on behalf of the 
Central Government by the National Council for Educational 
Research and Training which is already engaged in the writing 
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of model textbooks and the training of textbook-writers. In the 
performance of this work. one of its main objectives should be to 
promote national integration and the creation of a forward
looking mentality. 

4 ·20 It is not merely a selection or production of textbook, 
once in 3 or 5 years which is necessary; it is equally important 
to have a continuous scrutiny of textbooks and to set up a suit
able machinery at the Centre to study and review carefully and 
critically the textbooks produced in the States, particularly in 
languages and social studies, from the national point of view. 
Any helpful comments about their contents, presentation, etc. 
should be sent to the States, confidentially, if necessary, as tech
nical opinion, and a programme of constant improvement of 
textbooks promoted through close collaboration with Stale 
Departments of Education. It is important to avoid offensive 
criticism or give unnecessary publicity lest it should provoke any 
'defence mechanism' on the part of the States. The entire process 
should be carried out at the educational level and in a spirit of 
good-will as a joint endeavour in an important cause. This 
effort at the Centre should be suitably supported in the States by 
a counterpart machinery at the State level. 

4 ·21 The best talent available in the country should be em
ployed for preparing textbooks. As our President (then Vice
President) Dr. Zakir Husain, pointed out, no less a person than 
Rabindranath Tagore wrote textbooks for school children· in 
Bengal and, in the past, there have been other great and creative 
writers who have done this labour of love. It was. not, how
ever, then a predominantly commercial venture as it ha~ since 
become. We feel that the teachers too should be intimately 
involved in the process of textbook-writing and in trying them 
out experimentally before being introduced in the classroom on 
a large scale. 

4 ·22 Although the practice of nationalising textbooks has some 
advantages, it has often not succeeded in producing quality 
textbooks. Nationalised textbooks often suO'cr from the same 
deficiencies which we have tried to analyse hut, being Government-
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-sponsored, they are officially considered to be above criticism, 
though there is even less justification for such mistakes and un· 
desirable material being found in them. 

4 ·23 Textbooks should never be produced and evaluated in a 
hurry. The process of preparing and publishing textbooks 
-should be carefully planned, with due provision for try-out and 
for inviting teachers' and children's reactions and views in the 
light of which they can be revised. 

4 ·24 The Education Commission has recommended that private 
authors and publishers should be encouraged to produce text· 
books, and nationalised textbooks should compete with them on 
the basis of merit. This is the only way in which the initiative of 
teachers and authors in the preparation of quality textbooks can 
be fosted. We would also suggest that the Central and State 
Governments may consider the feasibility of utilizing the 
services of a high-power advisory committee, consis· 
ting of a few persons of outstanding eminence, belonging to 
-different faiths, who should not be charged with selection of 
books but with examining the selected books in order to elimi· 
nate such of them as may be objectionable from the point of view 
of national integration or inter-religious "understanding. AI~ 
ternatively, in order to make the scheme more practicable, such 
"committees, consisting of persons of different faiths, may be 
appointed for each linguistic region. This question is so impor· 
tant that no effort which will result in the improvement of the 
present situation should be spared and we are sure that persons 
of eminence and goodwill will be coming forth to cooperate. 
If this involves any expenditure of funds in remunerating the 
members, this should not be grudged 

V. CoNCLUSION 

5·1 In a multi-religious state, it is no easy task to help the 
younger generation grow up in an atmosphere of not merely 
passive mutual 'sufferance' or 'toleration' but of positive under· 
standing and appreciation. "There is need, indeed, for adopting 
a comprehensive and national approach which should try to 
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reorient the entire society intellectually and emotionally. But 
this is a difficult and heart-breakingly slow process. Textbooks 
provide, is some ways, a quicker and more practicable way of 
correcting in the classroom-at least to some extent-whatever 
irrationalities and fanaticisms are engendered in the child's 
mind through social influences, and substituting in their stead, 
wholesome attitudes of rational and scientific thinking. Much 
has been said in the past about the need for improved textbooks, 
but the question of adequacy and suitability of their content 
in a modern scientific and secular state has not been sufficiently 
recognised. It is the urgent and imperative duty of the Govern
ment to see that textbooks contribute in full measure in bringing 
about national cohesion and the development of a progressive and 
forward outlook in the next generation., This is the only way in 
which we can check the tendencies towards reaction, fanaticism 
and obscuratltism which are still, unfortunately, visible in our 
body politic. 

K. G. SAIYIDAIN 

HAYATULLAH ANSARI 

GOP! NATH AMAN 

V. S. JHA 

J.P. NAIK 

R.H. DAVE 



Appendix A 

List of Persons Interviewed by the Textbooks Committee 

I. Mr. Z1far Ahmed Saddiqi 
Sec. , D.T. Council 
Lucknow 

2. Mr. Afzal Husain Nazim 
Darasgah Islami 
Rampur 

3. Mr. Iqbal Husain Khan 1 
General Secretary ' 
M.P. Dceni Talimi Conference 
Bhopal 

4. Mr. Khali-ullah Khan 
(Advocate) 
Near Masjid Shakur Khan 

5. Shri Aizazuddin Khan 
Cfo Shri S. H. Khan 
231, Basti Nizammuddin 
New Delhi 

6. Dr. Gopal Singh, M.P. 
7. Maulana Asad Madani 

Jamiat Ulcma Hind 
Delhi 

8. Slu i V. V. John 
Director of Public Instruction 
Rajasthan, Jaipur 

9. Shri Achhut Patwardhan 
Cfo Registrar. Poona University 
Poona 

10. Prof. M. Mujceb 
Vice-Chancellor 
J'imia Millia Islamia 
New Delhi 

18 

Representatives of Decni 
Talimi Council, Lucknow 

Representatives of Deeni 
Talimi Conference, Bhopal 
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11. Rev. T. A. Mathias S.J. 
Director 
Jesuit Educational Association 
Delhi 

12. Shri R. K. Talwar 
Education Secretary 
Government of U.P. 
Li1cknow 



Appendix B 

Some of the Passages from Languages and History Textbooks 
which are Reported to be Objectionable by some Members of 

the Minority Communities 

( I ) "if<iq.f 1t <:'r>lm iii; ~lfi '1ft ~ ~ ~ <mln" I ~ 
ii ~¥! iii; f~ '!>T 3Rt rn iii; f<W ol m 8 if'if ~ arra'F 
ar!'! iii> ~~ 'lit >ron mrr am: f'i<:flf! ~~ <:'Tftr>rt if'l1t iii> ~ 
fimr f'FI<f I ~ ~ 'I'm 'if f'F li"IT iii; ~Tor am; f~~ 
'lit ll am- <r.r ~ ~ {'IT, f.!;lrr "~~" m itm ~r 1" 

(Hamara ltihas, Part Il, Page 18 
Shankar Prakasha11, Aligarh, 1966) 

( 2) "~~r.r am: 3ffi!lrn 1t <1'~ '1'RU 'lit <!~ ~~ <~ro:! 
~ ~ il'l'fli 1 ~~ iR11t 'IN >itt ~ r .. afin<t'i 'lit $'1><: 
3!fu~ ~ ~~- it I" 

(Hamara 1/ihas, Part 11, Page 35 
Shankar Prakasha11, Aligarh, 1966) 

( 3) "MiFf ~ ~ f'!TU. ~ ~-~ 'Fr 'f'1ro ;fT wr '!>T 

ll"f.l ~ I arr;;r ~f lmr: 'fiT<'I' ~ 'Ff (I "'t·'! I U 'l'il' ~ 'l<f m 
~~ ij' 't;O 3fT11[ ~ I (l"'t'IIU if fu<ir ~- "'li<'l' ~EliT O'F >m: 
f<Ht'if<lQI-~-~ ;f '!if arA"T mrr ~~- if'TT'n' ol N< 'I' '!if 
~« <im< ii ~ ~ t ~. uoi\<iw ~~ ~'li'fr 11 ~ 
'l"fll I f>."'',"'H 'lf~if ¥" ij' ~ 'F<if arT <% ~· t" 

(Nav Prabhat, Part 111, Page 53 
Ram Narain La/ a11d Sons, Allahabad, 1966) 

( 4 ) "'!'1<1 .,-.:;no ~ "''f m ~ 'Fr <roaf'f if"tl'if '!>T li'WI' '"' 

~ orr <!if '1601 <1•11 1101"1 1t ~ '1!0 ft:m f~ "''f <r'F m<r ~w 
"'<Q I"< I f<<ti if; <:"1'1' ~ '!'ffl il1ft ~~ "''T<<T1 <!if O'F ll. ~ lf ~'IT, 
m-'ifi<:'r ~~ 'IT<'Tr ii 'il't:;r;r ~~ ~ <!'iT <>fl<r;r 'lit 3!Wit<: ij' 

(lli11di Pustak, Part V, Page 82 
Departme/11 of Education Pu11jab, 1966) 

20 
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( 5) "~'!i\ 'liT \'IWf ~if~~~ 'ITfVrf.r '!i) "l~~ ~"!'liT ~~!11 
.-v:rr I" 

(Hamare Purvaj, Part J, Page 16· 
Kitab Ghar, Aligarh, 1966} 

( a) "ORr ~r <t-rr. ~r ~r 't.,. <If" 'IT'f ~r 'l"fT 'if<~' ~r if'l! 
m"l ~ ~ 'tii <it m W<T: '!i\"1' 'li't ~ « ~ tmu. 
fl~Wlr I W-'!fu 'liT f'!'mf ii:Frr a!h: ~ <NT ~~'!>RT iRlfT 1" 

(Hindi Gadya Gaurav, Page 46, 
Shiksha Pustak Bhawa11, Allahabad)· 

( 7) "mT<r 'I\ ll'lffif-~<~' '!;;('!iff 'r 'lffio ~ 1:\~ 'll'l ( q';;nlf) 

J!' <!,<r.l ior 'U'i':r 'fiT!l'11" ~ fW t:\'1' mT<r 'liT n<n;;n ~'t ~ 
~ ~ ~ fut:( l;lR; f<~''ll 1 ~ ;;n' mT<r ~ l!f..U ~ a~•m
!R-~ ~) ¥ '!i1: {!.«' ~ <r~-'!i~ '!i1: fii:<;. fll~r a~1' 'M'It
~m.r ~ ~ ~) 'ltG '!i1: fW 1 ;re~ 3!T'f;ll"'T ~ mT<r 'liT amrlf 
!R ~ R'M'I 'I'll, ~ ~II' ~c-~ 'l'f a~1' ihr ~\'I ii:T 'I'll 11 
~ ~ 'li't 'ltG·W:c ~ ~ 'I"I'I'!T "ll~ a~<R 'l'f J!' f~'f! 
i;"t lf.r;J g-m i;T ~ ~r ;;:« ~ if mlfl•'l' fii:'~ ifo ~II' 
Jf ;;: ~ ~ l!fu 'f'TT ~ 'JfT'f ot'l'T '!i\ f<:>f I " 

(Hamara ltihas, Part Jl, Page 5) 

( s) "WTT'll "'r !T'Rrrn-<'I<C ~ r"' m.rr «.a'l'O ·~m <~ffi'f<r .. r.. 
<r>;~ ~ ~ 'fl'l~ Jf «if ~Of t:('!i' of~ 'f il I '3~1~<•1 ~ 
f\'lt:\ f'li\Tir '!,'1\'l'!i' '~'rr ~ra'T 'fT, <roq, ar<11a«t'f ~ 
t:(q' 'J:~ <!,'1\'l'!i' ;f IIlf a!h: U"l'f"tfu 'liT aJ\'1'1 '(l![ot 'f;f 
~~~I 

f'l'~"t ~ ~i <f.r ~l'i i!m ~«r 'iT ~· "It l!T'I': ~ 
"l\''IT '~ ot~ f1t:<5,>rr 'li't 3iif '!G' 'f ~'fl. lff.~u 'fiT "'c-'!;lrc 
'!i\'lr t:(q' ~m ~ "ff;;f'll i!1ff '!i\'fT 1 .. 

QHamara ltihas, Part ll, Page 33) 

( 9) "ailmi! if 31'"'" '"r "'~" 'fff<r '!i'T '3<-lc f~>u 1 ""'"" 1:\~ q~if. 
l!"fT '!~ if. lf'l J!' '\loll' '!i\'fT "11W 1 a!tR fi<"l!U '!i) amr. 
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-.f erf.r it f<111; '3"'!'1 >Pr."R ifi;T f'f''!T 1 ;;p.r -:oir <!'fflO: f'l<-rT 'If. 
<T-.:-'!fl:p:fi "rir f~>~'i n:'l' f'f'!T .. ')_'tf '!h<-r'l'i it f<p;;;; '[.<if 

<ro f.r ~· 'f 'J:l'l I" 

"I 669 ~· ii ~- ir 3&.1 «H'f' n;~>~T ~ 11f.«-€i <f.T 
f>PJ f~ ;;rrn: r;'l' '3"'1~ u>f, T<l'Pr fmmri 'lh '3"'1~ -.:rf<r
'1~1 'PI "lf'f f<j;'!T OflT( I .~ '.''if qq·f 'fR ( I 6 7 9 ~ o ) 

m'f'!T '"' ·h-~ '" fot-.: erm r~. ~r '~<:T. 'J:'-l"'~Ar. 
it '!<j;f'f~ ~3[i "'"TTfl "f'Tl <1'11"<f 'I'll I f~"J:'ll 'lit w;<j;R[ 

'fmr it <Tf<l<l ~ amnr f<j;'!T tJ;'l' 'J:'if<1'1R 'f'f'f <~: f<111; \R 
i.'t '!'.' ~if of. <-rR"f f~. wnR 1" -

' '';!:'tf erl'l 'lf ~A o:r o:ffi ~ '1"2 '3"'f'!lf UIT'l'f'1fi:c ~r 
'3"'.'R l[ffif ~ I <!~'f 'lf't'l.i 'lit 'J:-.:1 'if'!Sl'IT 'IT I '3"llir T<lif: 
l!;'f' W<'f ~ <f.r 'I>Rrf '1': <'f?:<j;'ff RllT I '.\1ft lr'f'H <:fel"f 

it f'flTI mq- 'fr m fl1f'f.H ~I!; 1" 

(Hamara Jtilws, Part II, Page 101-102) 

( I 0) " ( I) f'l'W-'!' 'f'A't: it ~i ir 'Rl["T !IKff ii fu'PO Wlm<r 

' "f<1T 'IT I q';;mr ii -:o~ '!' €!~ ;f 3fR>R'f ~ >.TTtll'P arm

"fffi « <M ~ ~m: <j;T m".r N.>n 1 'fl[ .r..: ~ r~~.n 
<'l'rl ~ <~i-.: '3"'fir 'J:'if<1'1R l[R 1!T fu<: ~ <f; f<11!; ~ 'I1!T I 
'!li 'If it fu<: ~ R'!T, '1': ~ 3P.rlq UlT 'f f~ ( I 6 7 5 to) 
~ "" ij; ~ « fu<ro'i ii 'if'f'if'fT rf;;r 'f!ff I 3f'<if 'T"i 

it ii'f <j;T iiG<1l ~ <!: f<111; ~R ~ iiiar 1 '!' a~-.: 
it Tf 'l'if.'l><:f"Q. it f>:r#t <j;T 'l'm;or '"'it ~ l!;'f' lf'f<-r #f'P 
mfur ( 'W1'lT) ii'IT R1!T I fu<ro'i of 'fl'iT <f.r V. ~ 'lm'<l 

f.f.>n I l!;'f' 'fl\ '!li <f: <;) ');Of '1-.:f~;o;;- it 't'~<: it l[r4 if ~ ~ I 
;mit '3"'f'f'T f'RT o:r «'f<n<: ii "f'f'fl R'!T, on:<<! 'l'l'f ll\if.l<: it. 
<! '" 1''11 (j « 'f 'JT flJ'l'> 'f'l''lr; gil; <~i-.: 'f ~iir. f~ o:Rf I 

~ ~ ~ "'._~ ~."' mm it 'IT'i'f-m ii ~ ll''l'i 
mU WT I" 

(llamara Irihas, Part II, Page 104-105) 

MIJMofEdu./68-GIPF. 
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